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ABSTRACT: This article explores the discursive and practical entanglements of women’s
work and sex trafficking, in Britain and internationally, in the early twentieth century. It
examines discussions about trafficking and women’s work during a period that was
instrumental in codifying modern, international conceptions of ‘trafficking’ and argues
that porous and faulty borders were drawn between sex work, women’s licit work, and
their sexual exploitation and their exploitation as workers. These borders were at their
thinnest in discussions about two very important sectors of female-dominated migrant
labour: domestic and care work, and work in the entertainment industry. The anti-
trafficking movement, the international labour movement, and the makers of national
laws and policies, attempted to separate sexual labour from other forms of labour. In
doing so, they wilfully ignored or suppressed moments when they obviously intersected,
and downplayed the role of other exploited and badly-paid licit work that sustained
the global economy. But these attempts were rarely successful: despite the careful navi-
gations of international and British officials, work continued to find its way back into
discussions of sex trafficking, and sex trafficking remained entangled with the realities of
women’s work.

A multitude of images were produced in the early twentieth century on the
“white slave traffic”, or “white slavery”. This popular iconography helped
to create the idea that sex trafficking was a phenomenon in which passive
and innocent victims were kidnapped from the safety of their work or their
homes and exploited and abused in prostitution. In these depictions, white
faces peer from behind bars or implore the viewer with clasped hands, while
racialized “white slavers” lurk in the background.1 Amid these images, a

1. For further discussion of these popular images, see Rachel Schreiber, “Before TheirMakers and
Their Judges: Prostitutes and White Slaves in the Political Cartoons of the ‘Masses’ (New York,
1911–1917)”, Feminist Studies, 35 (2009), pp. 161–193.
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postcard produced by the London-based Suffrage Atelier in 1912 is striking
in its unique presentation of the problem of the white slave traffic (Figure 1).
In it, a woman attempts to navigate her small craft through dangerous
waters, caught between what the postcard calls “the Scylla and Charybdis
of the Working Woman”: “white slavery” and “sweated labour”.2 No
kidnapper is in sight. The woman is looking away from the jagged black
rocks of Scylla, representing the long hours and poor pay she would get
from the feminized “sweated industries”, such as matchbox making,
garment finishing, and laundry and char work. She turns slightly towards
Charybdis, a whirlpool whose foam reveals the alluring and exotic spires of
a city, which represents a life in prostitution. She does not passively implore
the viewer to save her. She is too busy actively attempting to avoid both the
rock and the hard place. It is a remarkable break from typical representa-
tions of exploited prostitution.
Historians of prostitution, women’s work, and migration have long

recognized the realities of “the Scylla and Charybdis” of working women in
this period, and broadly acknowledge that prostitution was deeply
connected to women’s labour.3 Recently, historians have also begun to
consider the phenomenon of “white slavery”, or “trafficking” in greater
depth. The oldest and largest part of this scholarship has focused on the way
in which the discourse of “white slavery” reproduced images of women
involved in prostitution as passive, sexually innocent, and racially white
victims. This work has shown how policies and attitudes surrounding
trafficking and “white slavery” helped to draw the literal and figurative
borders of the “nation”, and became a way to police (especially) female and
non-white sexuality more broadly.4

2. Scylla and Charybdis were two female sea monsters in Greek mythology, best known for
ship-wrecking Odysseus. They are understood as metaphors for navigational hazards in the Strait
ofMessina, one a rocky shoal or cliff, the other a whirlpool. It was a common idiomatic expression
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and appeared frequently in art and political cartoons.
Today, the idiom is more commonly expressed as “between a rock and hard place” or “between
the devil and the deep blue sea”. “Scylla and Charybdis”. Encyclopædia Britannica, available at
http://www.britannica.com/topic/Scylla-and-Charybdis, last accessed 5 November 2015.
3. For Britain, see, for instance, Paula Bartley, Prostitution: Prevention and Reform in England,
1860–1914 (London, 2000); Julia Laite, Common Prostitutes and Ordinary Citizens: Commercial
Sex in London, 1885–1960 (Basingstoke, 2011); Judith R. Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian
Society: Women, Class and the State (Cambridge, 1980).
4. Jessica Pliley, Policing Sexuality: The Mann Act and the Making of the FBI (Cambridge, MA,
2014); Donna J. Guy, Sex & Danger in Buenos Aires: Prostitution, Family, and Nation in
Argentina (London, 1991); idem White Slavery and Mothers Alive and Dead: The Troubled
Meeting of Sex, Gender, Public Health, and Progress in Latin America (London, 2000). Brian
Donovan, White Slave Crusades: Race, Gender, and Anti-Vie Activism 1887–1917 (Urbana,
IL and Chicago, IL 2006); Judith R. Walkowitz, City of Dreadful Delight: Narratives of Sexual
Danger in Late-Victorian London (London, 1992); Mary Ann Irwin, “White Slavery as Meta-
phor: The Anatomy of A Moral Panic”, Ex Post Facto: The History Journal, X (1996), n.p.
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Figure 1. ‘The Scylla and Charybdis of the Working Woman’, Suffrage Atelier, London c. 1912.
Source: LSE Women’s Library’s collections.
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Other historical work on sex trafficking has examined the international
or transnational dimensions of the campaigns surrounding the phenom-
enon, which first began in the late nineteenth century and gained new
strength through the League of Nations in the interwar years. From these
perspectives, the anti-trafficking movement is an important moment in the
history of internationalism. Some scholars, such as Barbara Metzger and
Daniel Gorman, approach this internationalism from a positivist perspec-
tive, seeing the campaign against the traffic in women as a key development
in a wider story of the move toward an international human rights regime
and campaigns for “social relief”.5 This remains the dominant under-
standing of the history of campaigns against trafficking, and it is how
present-day international and philanthropic efforts have likewise been
described.
In his study of the international campaigns surrounding trafficking, Paul

Knepper is less sanguine. He argues that, above all, the historical anti-
trafficking movement was about crime control rather than relief or rights.6

Other scholars, such as Magaly Rodríguez García, Jessica Pliley, Eileen
Boris, and Stephanie Limoncelli, delve more deeply into the ruptures and
contradictions of international anti-trafficking campaigns, questioning their
portrayal as human rights interventions, as part of a unified feminist
movement, or as successful social reform.7 Of these, Rodríguez García and
Boris have been the most concerned with the intersections of trafficking and
women’s work. Both argue that the League’s Advisory Committee on the
Traffic in Women and Children opted to examine the moral welfare of
women rather than focus on conditions of work. As Boris puts it, they were
focused on “protecting virtue” for vulnerable migrant women while
“erasing” their labour from the analysis of trafficking.8

In this article, I hope to elaborate on and complicate Boris’s brief
analysis of the way that work was erased from the discussions of

5. BarbaraMetzger, “Towards an International Human Rights Regime during the Interwar Years;
the League of Nations’Combat of Traffic inWomen and Children”, Beyond Sovereignty: Britain,
Empire and Transnationalism, c.1880–1950 (Basingstoke, 2007), pp. 54–79. Daniel Gorman,
“Empire, Internationalism, and the Campaign against the Traffic in Women and Children in the
1920s”, Twentieth Century British History, 19:2 (2008), pp. 186–216, 215–216.
6. Paul Knepper,The Invention of International Crime: AGlobal Issue in theMaking, 1881–1914
(Basingstoke, 2010), pp. 2–3.
7. Stephanie A. Limoncelli, “The Politics of Trafficking: The First International Movement to
Combat the Traffic in Women, 1875–1960” (Ph.D., University of California, 2007); Jessica Pliley,
“Claims to Protection: The Rise and Fall of Feminist Abolitionism in the League of Nations’
Committee on the Traffic in Women and Children, 1919–1936”, Journal of Women’s History, 22
(2010), pp. 90–113; Magaly Rodríguez García, “The League of Nations and the Moral Recruit-
ment of Women”, International Review of Social History, 57 (2012), pp. 97–128.
8. Eileen Boris and Heather Berg, “Protecting Virtue, Erasing Labour”, in Kimberly Kay Hoang
and Rachel Salazar Parrenas (eds), Human Trafficking Reconsidered: Rethinking the Problem,
Envisioning New Solutions (New York, 2014), pp. 76–81.
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prostitution and trafficking in the League. While I consider the interna-
tional dimensions of discussions on trafficking in this analysis, I also
respond to calls for more national context in explorations of trafficking
discourse and policy.9 I will examine anti-trafficking discourse and policy
in the British domestic context, which is both a particular and neglected
side of the history of trafficking and women’s exploited labour. Britain
was a major site of in- and trans-migration, and the policies that emerged in
a national context reverberated around – and responded to – the wider
British world, even if British officials remained myopic about the nature
or even existence of trafficking within the empire. Markedly different
from the US, and likewise from the Continent, the British context is
also important because of its position as a world leader in developing ideas
and policies about trafficking even if, as in the US, Britain struggled to
act within the parameters of trafficking that they had haphazardly helped
to define.
This article uses the British example as well as an analysis of the inter-

national context, to explore the discursive and practical entanglements
of women’s migrant labour and sex trafficking in the interwar years, which
witnessed the dissolution and reformation of key organizational bodies
and important changes both in immigration law and in geopolitical labour
realities. I will first briefly explore the complex history of terms such as
“traffic” and “white slavery” within a nexus of global work as well as ideas
about race and sexuality. I will then examine discussions about trafficking
and women’s work in Britain and internationally in the interwar years,
a period that was instrumental in codifying modern national and inter-
national conceptions of “trafficking”. I argue that during this period,
porous and faulty borders were drawn between sex work, women’s licit
work, and their sexual exploitation and their exploitation as workers. These
borders were at their thinnest in discussions about two important sectors

9. It joins a small but growing body of scholarship on trafficking in different national contexts:
Jessica Pliley has examined the national context of anti-trafficking policy in the United States, in
which discussions about white slavery were inflected with race and immigration politics, affected
by a web of federal and state laws, and informed by the specific nature of American socialism and
feminism. Jessica Pliley, Policing Sexuality: TheMann Act and theMaking of the FBI (Cambridge,
MA, 2014). A forthcoming article by Kate Marsh explores the highly imperfect way that local
police in Le Havre, France responded to anti-trafficking directives in the early years of the cen-
tury. “‘La nouvelle activité des trafiquants de femmes’. France, Le Havre and the Politics of
Trafficking, 1919–39”,Contemporary EuropeanHistory, forthcoming (2016). Stephen Legg looks
at the role of the League in pressuring colonial Indian Authorities to seem like they were
addressing the problem of trafficking, but little else has been written looking at the way in which
the interwar anti-trafficking movement was applied by colonial authorities in imperial spaces.
Stephen Legg, “Stimulation, Segregation and Scandal: Geographies of Prostitution Regulation
in British India, between Registration (1888) and Suppression (1923)”, Modern Asian Studies,
46 (2012), pp. 1459–1505.
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of female-dominated migrant labour: domestic and care work, and work in
the entertainment industry.
The legacy of the borders that were built between migrant sexual labour

and other migrant female labour has cast a long shadow indeed, but it
has also created lasting confusions, contradictions, and shortcomings in
anti-trafficking policy. This period, which was so crucial to establishing
the dominant discourse on trafficking in the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries, witnessed a move away from a more holistic vision of trafficking
as part of a wider story of migrant women’s sexual, economic, and social
oppression to one in which trafficking was a specific phenomenon linked to
sexual vulnerability, illegal migration, and criminality. To be sure, many
socialist and radical reformers continued to critique prostitution, and, to a
lesser extent, trafficking, as a facet of a much wider problem of exploitation.
Their efforts to do so bear further scrutiny; however, they are not the focus
of this article, which attempts to explain why these perspectives did not
prevail in either national or international debates and policy. The early
twentieth century campaigns against trafficking increasingly severed
the connections between work and prostitution, and between ordinary
migration and trafficking. The anti-trafficking movement, alongside the
international labour movement, attempted to separate sexual labour from
other forms of labour, and in doing so wilfully ignored or suppressed
moments when they obviously intersected and downplayed the role
of other exploited and badly-paid licit work that sustained the global
economy. In turn, the British state responded to this simplified vision of
trafficking with half-hearted measures, focused mainly upon crime and
migration control rather than labour legislation.
Yet, trafficking – including sex trafficking – has always been about work,

no matter howmuch some campaigners, international officials, and states in
this period did not want it to be or tried to pretend it was not. The discursive
and legal divisions that were drawn up between women’s migrant labour
and sex trafficking in the first half of the twentieth century were therefore
carefully cultivated, but often unsuccessful. Those appointed to discuss and
solve the problems associated with women’s trafficking and women’s labour
found themselves caught between their own Scylla and Charybdis: despite
their careful navigations, work kept finding its way back into discussions of
sex trafficking, and trafficking remained entangled with the realities of
women’s work.

SEX TRAFFICKING AND LABOUR EXPLOITATION

The history of work and labour exploitation permeated the terms that were
used to describe the exploited and migrant prostitution of women. Indeed,
the term “white slavery” was first employed in Britain to describe the
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chattel slavery and indentured servitude of white people in North Africa in
the seventeenth to early nineteenth centuries, and white slavery was
deployed in the mid-nineteenth century to criticize the government’s policy
of sending (mostly male) colonists to Van Diemen’s Land. Mid-century
“white slavery” could also refer to children working in England’s “satanic
mills”, or Italian organ grinders on the streets of London. As historians
Gunther Peck, Mara Keire, and Eileen Boris note, the labour movement in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries used the term “white
slavery” to describe the exploitation of white workers, especially in clothing
manufacture, heavy industry, and agriculture.10

White slavery as a concept had a “historical plasticity”, as Peck puts it,
which is often not acknowledged by historians, who are primarily con-
cerned with “white slavery” as a form of prostitution or an instance of
moral panic. In Trafficking and the Transformation of Journalism, Gretchen
Sonderlund develops a more nuanced view: she argues that William Stead,
in his internationally resonant campaign against child prostitution in
“modern Babylon”, changed the term “white slavery” from a “polysemic
term that encompassed a number of meanings” (polygamy, indentured
servitude, wage slavery, the working conditions of factory and shop girls,
the southern pro-slavery mindset, etc.) to “congeal around the notion of
forced domestic and international prostitution”.11 Peck argues that the
concept was “feminized” in this period, moving away from its connections
with labour and becoming more firmly associated with exploited prostitu-
tion. Keire, meanwhile, notes the way in which that same separation from
the labour movement helped to privatize the idea of white slavery, shifting
the responsibility for exploitation from the state (and its control of labour)
to the private enterprise that was the sex industry. Both Peck and Keire
work with American sources, and, as Peck suggests, this shift to a more
feminized and criminalized vision of white slavery occurred far earlier in
Britain than it did in the US.12 In fact, “white slavery” appears to have
completely lost its salience for the British labour movement by the turn of
the century.

10. Eileen Boris, Home to Work: Motherhood and the Politics of Industrial Homework in the
United States (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 70–80; Mara L. Keire, “The Vice Trust: A Reinterpretation
of the White Slavery Scare in the United States, 1907–1917”, Journal of Social History, 35 (2001),
pp. 5–41; Gunther Peck, “Feminizing White Slavery in the United States, Marcus Braun and the
Transnational Traffic in White Bodies, 1890–1910”, in Leon Fink (ed.), Workers Across the
Americas: The Transnational Turn in Labor History (Oxford, 2011), pp. 222–241.
11. Gretchen Soderlund, Sex Trafficking, Scandal, and the Transformation of Journalism,
1885–1917 (Chicago, IL and London, 2013), p. 3. Keire makes a similar argument, but credits
British journalist Alfred Dyer, writing some six years earlier, rather than Stead. Keire, “The Vice
Trust”, p. 7.
12. Peck, “Feminizing White Slavery”, p. 222.
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By the interwar years, as many historians have also observed, the term
“white slavery” was rejected by the international campaign and replaced
with “the traffic in women and children” in order to reflect the fact that sex
trafficking could happen to non-white women as well.13 However, using
“trafficking” instead of “white slavery” complicated but did not sever the
term’s ties to other kinds of exploited labour. Trafficking emerged as a term
and a concept during a period in which both migrants and workers were
being redefined. Migration historian Adam McKeown argues that the
modern concern about trafficking could only have emerged in the way it did
in the nineteenth century because of that century’s redefinition of what a
migrant was. As McKeown notes, before the mid-nineteenth century,
“most long-distance labour migration was made possible through bor-
rowed money, indenture contracts or slavery”.14 By the later nineteenth
century, thanks, in large part, to the movement to abolish slavery and the
development of a global “free” labour market, a new understanding of free
and unfree labour had emerged that, according to McKeown, “still shapes
understandings of migration and labour to this day”. But there remained
fundamental shortcomings in “the free and unfree dichotomy”, which
“could not account for the multiple forms of obligation and debt that
actually supported most migration”.15 Meanwhile, the worker – who was
increasingly a migrant worker – also continued to be more carefully defined
by the transnational institutions of this period, who were interested in
clearly delineating free labour from what they considered to be the pre-
modern, and un-Westernmodes of labour like indenture, debt bondage, and
slavery.16Within this discussion, as Eileen Boris’ forthcoming book on “the
making of the woman worker” explores, women’s labour emerged as a
particular problem, which I will elaborate below.17

It was onto these insistent but highly imperfect dichotomies of free
and unfree work and migration that newer ideas about “white slavery”
and “sex trafficking” were grafted. Indeed, as Sunderland concludes,
“white slavery” remained a “slippery, ambiguous, and imprecise term”.18

13. There are various explanations for this change, and it did stir up some controversy at the time.
Knepper, The Invention of International Crime (Basingstoke, 2010), pp. 2–3.
14. Adam McKeown, “How the Box Became Black: Brokers and the Creation of the Free
Migrant”, Pacific Affairs, 85 (2012), pp. 21–46, 24–25.
15. Ibid., p. 29.
16. On the invention of “free labour” see Tom Brass and Marcel van Linden (eds), Free and
Unfree Labour: The Debate Continues (London, 1997). On this debate in relation to migration
and trafficking, see Adam M. McKeown, Melancholy Order: Asian Migration and the Globali-
zation of Borders (New York and Chichester, 2008).
17. Jill Jensen and Eileen Boris, The ILO: Women’s Networks and the Making of the Women
Worker (Alexandria, VA, 2015) https://search.alexanderstreet.com/view/work/bibliographic_
entity|bibliographic_details|2476919. Accessed 15 November 2016.
18. Soderlund, Sex Trafficking, Scandal, and the Transformation of Journalism, pp. 3–4.
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Even as the idea of white slavery and trafficking became more feminized,
criminalized, and stable in the very early twentieth century, feminists
and socialists continued to connect prostitution to women’s work and
trafficking to women’s migrant labour. Many different campaigners in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries understood prostitution as
part of a larger spectrum of women’s exploited labour under capitalism,
which was itself tied to heated debates about the nature of indenture,
contract, and “free labour” in this period.19 “The wages of prostitution
are stitched into your button holes”, wrote the Fabian socialist George
Bernard Shaw, in his scathing critique of the campaigns to pass the
Criminal Law Amendment (White Slavery) Bill in the United Kingdom
in 1912. Only the “abolition of industrial slavery”, wrote the anarchist
feminist Emma Goldman in the United States the year before, would see
the abolition of exploited prostitution.20 It is clear that “white slavery”
and trafficking, as it came to be known, had a much older history related to
race, mobility, and exploitation that was not simply replaced, but rather
overlaid with and further complicated by the new late nineteenth-century
conceptualization of white slavery as related to gender, sex, and
prostitution.
In light of these widespread critiques, and considering the deeply

entangled history of “trafficking” and migrant labour, the reluctance of
international campaigns, and national policies against trafficking to include
discussions about women’s labour appears far from normative. Given the
long-standing feminist and socialist critique of women’s exploited labour
and prostitution that had been articulated by reformers since the
mid-nineteenth century, illustrated no more clearly than in the image of the
working woman in the postcard above, and given the role that these
reformers played in the formation of anti-trafficking campaigns and
campaigns for workers’ rights, why did these ideas come to hold so little
traction in the national and international policies that emerged from them?
The local and radical campaigns that continued to emphasize the links
between work and prostitution were exceptionally unsuccessful in influ-
encing policy nationally or internationally in this period, but their existence
shows that the refusal to connect women’s work to migrant prostitution on
the international stage or in national policy was not a matter of natural
consensus. It was, instead, a carefully constructed omission; this silence
speaks volumes.

19. Gunther Peck, Reinventing Free Labor: Padrones and Immigrant Workers in the North
American West, 1880–1930 (Cambridge, 2000), p. 8.
20. George Bernard Shaw, “The Root of the White Slave Traffic”, The Awakener, November
(1912), pp. 6–9, 7; Emma Goldman, “The Traffic in Women”, in Anarchism and Other Essays,
Second Rev. (New York and London, 2011), pp. 183–200, 184.
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TRAFFICKING AND WOMEN ’ S LABOUR ON THE
INTERNATIONAL STAGE

The International Labour Organization (ILO) was established in 1919 as an
agency of the League of Nations, dedicated to securing “justice and
humanity” for the world’s workers in order to prevent the spread of com-
munist revolution and labour unrest. Much of the groundwork for the
ILO’s mandate and mission had been laid prior to World War I, as part of
the socialist, reformist, and internationalist drive of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries.21 The League of Nations also formed an Advi-
sory Committee on the Traffic in Women and Children in 1921 (hereafter
AC or Advisory Committee), which, like the ILO, had late-nineteenth-
century roots. The aims and conventions of the AC as well as the organi-
zations and individuals who were involved, were directly connected to the
international campaign against white slavery and the conventions it put in
place prior to WorldWar I. As scholars such as Pliley, Limoncelli, Knepper,
and Jean-Michel Chaumont have argued, the Advisory Committee, and the
international campaign more broadly, was riven with competing ideologies,
controversy, and fundamentally irreconcilable positions: between those
who supported, roughly, the regulation of prostitution and laws of excep-
tion against prostitutes and young women (such as their forcible repatria-
tion, or the limitation of their movement for their own protection), and
those who were staunch anti-regulationists, considering the registration of
women as prostitutes and sexual double standards to be the primary human
rights abuse at the centre of the trafficking problem.22

As Eileen Boris and others have argued, it was a similar story with the
ILO. The interwar ILO, Boris notes, “turned into a battleground where
international organizations calling for equal rights clashed with those
advocating special protection”.23 While the AC debated issuing special
passports to at-risk young women, the ILO discussed barring women from
night work, mining work, and other work considered especially endan-
gering.24 The Advisory Committee defined trafficking as a problem that
affected “women and children”; and in the ILO, women’s work was also
lumped in with the world of children (after 1930, it established a section
explicitly dedicated to “Conditions of Employment of Women and

21. For a recent collection of essays on the influence and activities of the ILO, see Jasmien Van
Daele (ed.), ILO Histories: Essays on the International Labour Organization and Its Impact on
the World during the Twentieth Century (Oxford, 2010).
22. Jean-Michel Chaumont, Le mythe de la traite des blanches. Enquête sur la fabrication d’un
fléau (Paris, 2009); Knepper, The Invention of International Crime: AGlobal Issue in theMaking,
1881–1914 (Basingstoke, 2010); Limoncelli, “The Politics of Humanitarianism”; Pliley, “Claims
to Protection”.
23. Boris and Jensen, “The ILO: Women’s Networks and Making of the Women Worker”, n.p.
24. Ibid.
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Children”).25 Indeed, these discourses were dependent on one another, and
each contributed to the vision of women workers, especially mobile ones,
as vulnerable. And yet, both organizations were working with different
halves of the same puzzle: delegating to each other, respectively, questions
of sexual vulnerability and labour exploitation, and therefore rendering
both organizations unable to discuss the intersectional nature of the two.
The work of Jessica Pliley and Stephanie Limoncelli helps to parse some

of the complicated politics of the League’s committee on trafficking.
Limoncelli charts the undermining of abolitionist feminism – those
campaigners who sought to abolish regulation and all “laws of exception”,
as they called them, directed against “prostitutes” – and the ascendancy of
prohibitionist and paternalist positions, which sought to control women in
the name of protection, and which was less opposed to regulatory measures
for adult prostitutes. Pliley extends this discussion, by examining the way
that the actual personnel and structure of the committee was changed,
reducing the number and the influence of these delegates in the committee.
This was no accident, argues Pliley, and was part of a larger movement to
give more power to national representatives and less to non-governmental
assessors by the 1930s.26

This certainly goes some way to explaining why women’s work was not
discussed by the committee, in an atmosphere that was increasingly dedi-
cated to finding practical and government-friendly methods of responding
to trafficking. But it does not fully solve the “explanatory puzzle”, as Pliley
calls it, of the League’s position, because the lack of explicit connections
between discussions of women’s work and trafficking predated the erosion
of feminist abolitionist power in the League. Little account was taken of the
role of women’s work in relation to trafficking in the seminal “Report of the
Special Bodies of Experts on the Traffic in Women and Children”, which
was supported by abolitionist feminists and funded by the American Social
Hygiene Council. It was commissioned by the AC in order to discover the
“extent and character of the traffic”, in the face of debates about the possibly
mythic nature of white slavery. After several years of investigation by
under-cover researchers, the Report was published in 1927. It dwelt
extensively on the way in which women were recruited and inculcated into
the industry, the roles played by various pimps, traffickers, andmiddle men,
and the relationship of regulated systems of prostitution control to the
traffic in foreign women for prostitution in particular countries. In a short
section on page twenty-three, the authors of the Report included a discus-
sion of “the influence of low wages”.27 The brevity of the section, which

25. Ibid.
26. Pliley, “Claims to Protection”; Limoncelli, “The Politics of Humanitarianism”.
27. “Report of the Special Body of Experts on the Traffic in Women and Children”, C. 52. M.
(Geneva: League of Nations, 1927), p. 23.
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referred largely to the low wages of the entertainment industry rather than
the systemic underpayment of women workers in modern industrial
economies, was in some ways a by-product of the limited mandate of the
Special Body of Experts, charged with discovering the “extent and char-
acter” of the traffic, rather than its actual causes. Evading questions of
women’s exploitation within licit work was essential to staying on task.
These evasions continued, even when the matter was raised directly with

the AC. In the same year that the “Report of the Special Body of Experts”
was released, Mr. Maus, a German delegate, wrote a memorandum for the
AC on “the effects of low wages paid to women in certain employment”, in
response to its absence within the Report. The AC considered the mem-
orandum in their sixteenth session. In an earlier draft of their report on this
session, they acknowledged that “low wages constituted an important
factor” in the creation of the traffic. However, in the final version of the
session report, the committee had grown more equivocal, resolving that
“the lowwages paid to women in certain branches of employment is a factor
which cannot be disregarded in considering the problem of prostitution in
its relation to the traffic”.28 [emphasis added]. As Eileen Boris argues,
“Though members of the Traffic Committee bemoaned the influence of
women’s low wages and subsequent poverty, they emphasized the moral
over the monetary”. Meanwhile, “the ILO had only a limited interest in
trafficking as a byproduct of poor labor conditions in other industries or
lack of employment itself”.29

These evasions appear particularly striking in light of the information
that was available to Committee members who were considering the
problem. Key studies on prostitution throughout the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries found, repeatedly, that women and girls were
motivated to sell sex because of economic factors and because of exploita-
tive experiences in other kinds of work.30 Yet, even campaigners who were

28. League of Nations, Advisory Committee on the Traffic in Women and Children (hereafter
Advisory Committee), Report on the Work of the 16th Session, C.221. m. 60. 1927.IV. Earlier
draft notes C.T.F.E.347, in League of Nations registry files 1919–1927, 12/60935/58719–12/
63839/60699 box 704.
29. Eileen Boris, “Making the WomanWorker: Labor Standards for theWorld, 1919-2019”, chapter
1, manuscript in process.
30. For a small selection of the significant number of well-known studies that connected women’s
prostitution to women’s work, especially to domestic service, in the early twentieth century in
Britain, see Mary Chesterton,Women of the Underworld (London, 1928), p. 171; Havelock Ellis,
Studies in the Psychology of Sex: Volume 6: Sex in Relation to Society (Philadelphia, PA, 1920),
p. 294; MaryHiggs,Glimpses into the Abyss (London, 1906) pp. 196–231; Mrs. C Neville Rolphe,
“Sex-Delinquency”, in Hubert Llewellyn Smith (ed.), The New Survey of London Life and
Labour (London, 1935), IX, pp. 302–303. Maude Royden, ed.,Downward Paths: An Inquiry into
the Causes Which Contribute to the Making of the Prostitute (London, 1916), pp. 34–35, 65–69;
Constance Tite, “Is Rescue Work a Failure?”, The Shield 3: 3 (October 1916), pp. 168–170, 169.
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in favour of equal rights rather than special protection were still inclined to
prevaricate. Alison Neilans, the Secretary of the British feminist organiza-
tion the Association for Moral and Social Hygiene, in response to
Mr. Maus’ assertion that low wages paid to German women were creating a
supply of trafficked women, wrote, in relation to Britain, that “[l]ow wages
do not appear directly as a cause of prostitution amongst women”,
although, she conceded, they “indirectly” influenced women’s prostitution.
The gradual drift downward of women who turned to prostitution would,
she concluded, “be greatly lessened if there was plenty of employment for
women at a reasonable living wage”.31 Neilans’ use of the term “indirectly”
showed that, despite holding many progressive views on the subject, she
was still caught within a late Victorian melodrama of prostitution that
required the woman to be actually starving for “economic factors” to be
recognized as the “direct” cause of her fall.32

The AC was ill-prepared to investigate the matter any further, it seems.
They concluded in light of Mr. Maus’ report that the matter should be
referred to the ILO, whose study of “minimum wages machinery” would
help to “secure the payment of an adequate wage in the lowest-paid
employments”. The AC suggested that the League Secretariat should
examine the issue with the ILO and report back to the Committee. The
discussion did not progress from there: the issue of women’s wages and
trafficked labour fell between the cracks of the two organizations.33 Just as
the issue fell between the cracks, so too did individual women. Amongst the
files of the League’s Advisory Committee are many cases of distressed
female migrants who were coping with starvation wages, exploitative work
conditions, and abusive employers; all of whom were determined by the
Secretariat to be beyond the purview of the AC on the grounds that they
were not caught up within “sex trafficking”. 34

Certainly, the structure of the ILO and the AC helps to explain the way
that the question of women’s work fell through the cracks in the AC’s
analysis of trafficking. Another possible reason lies within the positions of
the AC’s delegates themselves. As Pliley emphasizes, AC members were
divided between three different approaches: firstly, those who wanted to
end trafficking but supported a kind of regulation; secondly, those who

31. Neilans to Dr. Schaetzel, 16 Dec 1927, London, TheWomen’s Library, 3/AMS/B/11/02, p. 3.
32. These were often to be found in the same studies that recognized the role that underpaid and
difficult licit labour played in women getting involved in prostitution. See also, GladysMaryHall,
Prostitution: A Survey and a Challenge (London, 1933), ch. 1.
33. Similarly, Rodríguez García can find no trace of this issue being taken up by the ILO. As she
notes, Stanley Cohen, the British representative for the Jewish Association for the Protection of
Women and Girls, felt it generated economic questions beyond the purview of the committee.
Rodríguez García, “The League of Nations and the Moral Recruitment of Women”, pp. 122–123.
34. See “individual cases, 1928–1933”, Advisory Committee, League of Nations registry files,
16/12/3048 box 627.
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wanted to take a prohibitionist approach, outlawing all forms of prostitu-
tion and (at its most extreme) regulating the movement of all women; and
finally, those feminist abolitionists who sought an equal moral standard and
who categorically opposed regulation. This final group was the only one
that might be inclined to discuss prostitution in the context of women’s
work; however, their position against regulated prostitution made this
difficult. Women’s rights campaigners, as Boris notes, tended to argue that
the solution to exploitation in other areas of women’s work was to bring the
industry in question into the “light”, out of the home and tenement, for
instance, and into the factory. But if that strategy was applied to prostitu-
tion, it suddenly became incompatible with abolitionist feminism and moral
reform, which sought to eradicate any form of legalized or regulated
prostitution, and did not reckon in the least the possibility that prostitutes
could see themselves as workers, or self-organize.35 While feminist aboli-
tionists campaigned fervently to remove “laws of exception” against pros-
titution, which included campaigns to decriminalize streets solicitation,
they campaigned with equal fervour to shut down brothels and were
unequivocal about seeing prostitution as immoral and harmful.36 “Dele-
gates could only understand exploitation as sexual exploitation”, Boris
writes of the AC, and in so doing were blind to both the way that sexual
labour could (like other work) be done in good and bad conditions, and the
way that women might articulate their positive engagement with that
work.37 Acknowledging that women chose prostitution because their other
labour alternatives were exploitative or undesirable meant an implicit
recognition that prostitution, too, was a form of women’s labour, and one
that might benefit from some form of government regulation. This was
something that anti-trafficking campaigners and abolitionist feminists were
unprepared to do.

TRAFFICKING AND THE INTERNATIONAL
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

There were some moments, however, which facilitated brief explorations of
the entwined nature of women’s sex trafficking and women’s work within
or between the two international bodies. For the most part, as Rodríguez
García notes, women’s work only figured in discussions of the Advisory
Committee when they discussed moral protection “by means of work” –

that is, how preventing single women’s unemployment could have a

35. Boris, Home to Work, pp. 70–80.
36. For campaigns to decriminalize street solicitation see Julia Ann Laite, “The Association for
Moral and Social Hygiene, Abolitionism, and Prostitution Law in Britain, 1915–1959”, Women’s
History Review, 17 (2008), pp. 207–223.
37. Boris and Berg, “Protecting Virtue, Erasing Labour”, p. 26.
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salutary effect on her character and stop her drifting into prostitution.38

However, there were also recognized instances where women needed to be
protected from work. The entertainment industry was one such sector, and
there are compelling reasons why both the AC and the ILO were able to
speak about women’s work and trafficking in this context. The lower-class
entertainment industry had long been associated with the commercial sex
industry, and music hall and cabaret artistes with prostitutes.39 In major
cities around the world, theatres, dancehalls, casinos, and cabarets were
known as places where women solicited sex during performances, and
where “dancing girls”, “professional partners”, and barmaids were often
commercially sexually available through forms of clandestine prostitution.
By the early twentieth century, the global entertainment industry had
established migratory circuits around the world, which corresponded to the
circuits of migrant prostitution. Thus, the space – both literal and figurative
– between this licit form of labour, and the illicit labour of prostitution and
sex trafficking, was far smaller than with other kinds of women’s work.40

As a result, the discussion of women’s work in the entertainment industry
had always been explicitly entangled with concerns over the traffic in
women and children. The 1904 International Agreement, which was drawn
up after the first significant “white slavery” conference in London,
recommended that governments supervise employment agencies and pre-
vent or monitor the employment of young people abroad, with a particular
focus on those agencies that supplied young female performers to the
international entertainment market. Youth was the primary focus, however,
and while a few governments made an effort to prevent or carefully monitor
children under sixteen working as migrant entertainers under various legal
instruments that were designed to protect minors, little was done to address
the abuses by employers and recruiters of adult women workers in this
industry.41

The issue of women in the entertainment industry was still seen as a
pressing one when the Advisory Committee on the Traffic in Women and
Children met for their first session in 1921 and discussed the “Employment
Abroad of Women and Girls in Theatres, Music Halls, etc.”. The British
delegate, Sidney Harris, explained that women who accepted these

38. Rodríguez García, “The League of Nations and the Moral Recruitment of Women”, p. 125.
39. Peter Bailey, “Parasexuality and Glamour: The Victorian Barmaid as Cultural Prototype”,
Gender and History, 2 (1990), pp. 148–173; Tracy C. Davis, “Actresses and Prostitutes in
Victorian London”, Theatre Research International, 13 (1988), pp. 221–234.
40. For more on the South American entertainment circuit and the question of women’s labour,
see Christina Schettini, “South American Tours: Work Relations in the Entertainment Market in
South America”, International Review of Social History, 57, Special Issue 20 (2012), pp. 122–137.
41. Most efforts consisted of regulating the advertisements for employment agencies, not the
agencies themselves. Knepper, The Invention of International Crime, p. 123.
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engagements from often dubious employers, “run the risk of being put in a
position in which they are induced, whether directly or indirectly, to take
up a life of immorality”. In other words, the AC had a right to be concerned
because of the indirect moral risk, not because of any direct exploitation or
trafficking. And yet, in Harris’ analysis of a sample contract signed by a
female performer travelling abroad for work, exploitation was an inherent
part of the labour. Harris noted that the contract placed no limit on the
number of performances, day or night. The agreement could be prolonged
week by week, the performer could be sent to any location, and the woman
would forfeit her return fare if she did not comply. She would be subject to
unstated heavy fines should she not adhere to the rules and regulations of
the agreement, which were likewise not included. 42 Harris noted that while
the contract contained no “direct inducement to an immoral life […] the
temptation to do so must be obvious”. What must surely have also been
obvious to the ACwas that the contract itself represented a codified kind of
trafficking, deploying the precise methods that traffickers used to keep the
women they transported for the sex industry in debt bondage to them or to
the brothel keepers for whom they worked. Yet, the idea that work in the
entertainment industry could itself constitute trafficked labour went
unremarked.
Nonetheless, the AC considered the matter important enough for further

investigation, and referred their questions about entertainment industry
contracts to the ILO. In reply, Louis Varlez, in charge of emigration issues
at the Organization and, for that reason, the ILO’s liaison to the AC, sought
to clarify his remit, asking “whether the enquiry should cover only the
question of the material and moral protection of artistes white they are
touring, or whether we desire that a thorough enquiry should be under-
taken on the conditions under which the contracts of artistes are concluded
and how they are executed”. The second option, which would consider the
exploitative nature of the contracted work itself, rather than the “indirect
effects” of women performers’ drift into a life of “immorality”, was, in
Varlez’ estimation, “a much more difficult question”.43 The AC agreed, and
asked Varlez to only report on the moral questions related to entertainment
industry work for women. The labour abuses within the industry were
therefore explicitly written out of the investigation.
In the UK, however, there was some recognition of the need to regulate

the entertainment industry and its contracts because of the need to prevent
inherent abuses rather than indirect immorality. In England in 1928, Labour
PartyMP Frank Rose, supported by two famous actresses, introduced a Bill

42. Advisory Committee, Report of the First Session, CTFE 103, 1922 IV, Geneva, 21 June 1922,
League of Nations Registry Files, box 663.
43. Berg to the Advisory Committee, 26 September 1927, League of Nations Registry Files,
box 663.
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to Parliament that came to be condescendingly known as the “Chorus
Girls’ Charter”. The Bill, recognizing that “the existing law in England can
be described as inadequate and partial in its application”, sought to put
more restrictions on the fees and commissions that theatrical contracting
agents could charge.44 After some minor press coverage, the “Chorus Girls’
Charter” passed in its second reading.45 But despite these successes, moral,
rather than labour, protection remained the primary concern and the most
significant intervention came in the form of restrictive emigration regula-
tions. A year after the modest “Chorus Girls’ Charter” had been passed,
Westminster considered amending the Children (Employment Abroad)
Amendment Act, which sought to extend the measure to heavily supervise
the migration of children under sixteen for work in the entertainment
industry to those young people between the ages of sixteen and eighteen,
the age, as one member of the House of Lords put it, when women were
most susceptible to “moral dangers”.46

Age was not the only factor that helped to distract from wider questions
regarding the British state’s responsibility to uphold labour standards for
adults in the entertainment industry. The racialization of what were seen as
the most unscrupulous corners of this industry played an enormous role in
externalizing the “evils” associated with the sector. During the review of the
Children (Employment Abroad) Amendment in the House of Lords, the
Lord Bishop of Southwark cited the case of “some six chorus girls who
went over to Belgium, undertaking a contract to sing in music halls. When
they reached Belgium, they found that their employer was a coloured man,
and they were sent to a place which was described as a gambling den. After a
week or so their engagement was cancelled”. Another member of theHouse
added his own anecdote, sharing a story of chorus girls, aged seventeen,
who were contracted to Egypt. “When they got to Cairo […] things were
very bad, and the person in charge of them was actually on the point of
taking these chorus girls to further Eastern countries to be exhibited and to
dance there”.47 At the international level, the “Report of the Special Com-
mittee of the Body of Experts” brought these racialized images of the seedy
entertainment industry to international audiences, describing the South and
Central American venues, marked by their ruralness, indigeneity, and racial

44. “Memorandum for the bill to register all employment agencies, to limit commission that
agents can draw, and to prevent the sharing of commission between the agent and the manager”,
1928. In National Vigilance Association files, London, The Women’s Library, 4NVA/4/07/
01 FL100.
45. “The Chorus Girls’ Charter”, Daily Telegraph, 15 January 1929.
46. House of Lords Debate on the Children (Employment Abroad) Act, Lords Sitting of
Thursday, 31 October 1929. Session: 1929–30, Hansard, George V year 20, vol. 75, columns
355–370.
47. Ibid.
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otherness, where vulnerable “artistes and entertainers” were most likely to
be led astray.48

The focus upon the foreign, non-white, and imperial entertainment
circuit functioned as a kind of double scapegoating. Firstly, because it
focused on the industry that had always been implicated in immorality,
rather than broadening the scope to other kinds of exploited work (such as
agriculture, domestic service, or manufacturing). Secondly, by only
accounting for lower-class or foreign dimensions of the entertainment
industry, with its oriental licentiousness and Latin passions, the discourse
shifted the gaze of law away from white, upper-class entertainments,
including the high-class clubs in Western Europe where prostitution,
escorts, and call girl syndicates – as well as labour exploitation – were
commonplace.

TRAFFICKING AND DOMEST IC SERVICE

Domestic service, like the entertainment industry, had long been associated
with prostitution. Not, in this case, because of its inherent licentiousness,
but because the conditions of work and pay, and the sexual abuse young
women were believed to often suffer at the hands of the men of their
employing household, drove many young women into prostitution.49

Many social investigations from the late nineteenth century showed that
domestic servants often engaged in sexual labour casually or temporarily,
and very often those engaged in more permanent sexual labour had once
been domestic servants, a correlation that, in the case of the UK at least,
went even beyond the normal rates of domestic service in the female
population.50 In 1943, the ILO published a study of “the moral protection
of the woman worker” that it had prepared for the League’s renamed
Committee on Social Questions. Here, they appeared willing to explore the
connections between domestic service and prostitution, because “the risks
of this particular occupation call for study [in the context of trafficking] by
reason of the considerable place it occupies in the statistics of the former
occupations of prostitutes”.51 These connections should be unsurprising to
historians of women’s migrant work: the patterns of migration of women
who moved for domestic work and those who move for sex work have

48. Report of the Select Committee Part II (1927), p. 34.
49. Amanda Anderson, Tainted Souls and Painted Faces: The Rhetoric of Fallenness in Victorian
Culture (Ithaca, NY and London, 1993).
50. See fn. 34.
51. International Labour Office, “The Moral Protection of Young Women Workers”, in League
of Nations Advisory Committee on Social Questions (ed.), Prevention of Prostitution: A Study of
the Measures Adopted or Under Consideration Particularly with Regard to Minors (Geneva,
1943), pp. 67–105, 83.
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looked much the same for a long time, and prostitution and domestic ser-
vice were shaped by the same economic, labour, and migration patterns as
well as the same kinds of regional, social, racial, and gender inequalities.52

Domestic service was very briefly discussed in the context of the mon-
itoring of employment agencies during the international conference on
white slavery, which led to the 1904 Convention, but, unlike the enter-
tainment industry, it was the subject of very little cultural attention and
almost no legislative interventions in the first three decades of the century.
While cleaning work (or charring, as it was known in Britain) was the
subject of some reformer’s attentions in the US in this period, where the
hotel industry was increasingly employing large numbers of female immi-
grants, in Britain the discourse and economy of domestic service remained
focused on the home. This silence on the question of the exploitative nature
of domestic labour also helped to protect the economic and imperial inter-
ests of the British state, who had long been engaged in the active manage-
ment of the migration of women for domestic service around their Empire
and Commonwealth, and who had long contended with the “moral dan-
gers” these women were thought to face. Emigration Societies sought to
mitigate these moral risks for white women who left Britain, but did little to
prevent (even encouraged) other kinds of labour abuses. In Blue China:
Single Female Migration to Australia, Jan Gothard catalogues in detail the
way that the Australian and UK government’s sponsored migration pro-
grammes for female domestic servants in the nineteenth century, frequently
defrauded and indebted women who migrated into service. As newer work
by Victoria Haskins, Claire Lowrie and others demonstrates, the line
between trafficking and domestic labour within empires became even more
blurred in the case of the often forced, indentured, or coerced servitude of
non-white and indigenous women.53

By the 1920s, Britain faced a serious domestic labour supply crisis at
home. While Britain began to close its doors to European migration after

52. For the connections between women’s migration, imperialism, and domestic service, see the
ground-breaking work in Victoria K. Haskins and Claire Lowrie, eds,Colonization andDomestic
Service: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (London, 2015) and Elise van Nederveen
Meerkerk, Silke Neunsinger, and Dirk Hoerder, “Domestic Workers of the World: Histories of
DomesticWork as Global Labor History”, in DirkHoerder et al.(eds), Towards a Global History
of Domestic and Caregiving Workers (Amsterdam, 2015), pp. 1–12; Dirk Hoerder, “Historical
Perspectives on Domestic and Care-Giving Workers’ Migrations: A Global Approach’, in
Hoerder, et al., Towards a Global History of Domestic and Caregiving Workers, (Amsterdam,
2015), pp. 61–111.
53. Jan Gothard, Blue China: Single Female Migration to Colonial Australia (Melbourne, 2001),
pp. 19, 21, 25, 187–202. For another example of sponsored migration programmes for British
migrant domestic servants, see Lisa Chilton, Agents of Empire: British Female Migration to
Canada and Australia, 1860–1930 (Toronto, 2007). Haskins and Lowrie, Colonization and
Domestic Service: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (London, 2015).
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World War I, the Ministry of Labour suggested putting domestic service on
a list of shortage occupations for which a permit could be granted.54 This
labour was, however, difficult to monitor and manage. As Cyril Joad, a
socialist who worked as a civil servant at the Ministry, noted, the (often
desperate) European domestic servants would accept “rather low wages”.55

By the 1930s, Britain’s “servant crisis”, as it was known, had grown more
acute in the face of economic depression and political upheaval in Europe.
As historians Caestecker and Moore note, Britain became increasingly
reliant on European foreign domestics, fleeing a harsh economic and poli-
tical climate at home, to fill vacancies. The work permits they were issued
disallowed the holder from seeking any other form of employment. “In this
way”, argue Caestecker and Moore, “they were chained to domestic service
and an unconditional leave to remain was postponed indefinitely”.56 In an
era when the contracted worker was supposed to be “free”, female migrant
labour in the domestic service industry remained highly coercive. Indeed,
this period, which witnessed the sharp rise in the migration of women to
work in care and service industries in Britain, helped to lay the groundwork
for what has today grown to be an army of foreign domestic labourers who
work under exploitative conditions. Some of these women are constrained
by their illicit migration status, while others are constrained by the coercive
terms of their work visas, which bar them from seeking other employment
and threaten them with deportation should they lose their jobs.57

In the early twentieth century, organizations dedicated to anti-trafficking
campaigns and the moral welfare of migrant women could not help but pay
careful attention to the trafficking-like nature of this kind of migrant
domestic work. One of the most important organizations in this regard was,
somewhat ironically, the National Vigilance Association (NVA), which had
been amongst the most fervent in defining “white slavery” as a specific
problem of international crime control and protection.58 They were

54. Note from James Chuter Ede, 18 January 1923, London, The National Archives, LAB
2/1187/EDAR2190/2/1921.
55. Note from Cyril Joad, 16 June 1919, London, The National Archives, LAB 2/1187/
EDAR2190/2/1921.
56. Frank Caestecker and Bob Moore, “Female Domestic Servants as Desirable Refugees:
Gender, Labour Needs and Immigration Policy in Belgium, The Netherlands and Great Britain”,
European History Quarterly 41:2 (2011), pp. 213–230, 220. This mirrors a current debate about a
recent change in UK domestic service visa policies, which have, according to recent reports,
dramatically increased the trafficking of servants into and within the UK. “Calls to Change
Overseas Domestic Worker Visa Conditions”, House of Commons Research Briefings, 29
December 2015, available at http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/
SN04786, last accessed on 22 January 2016.
57. For more on current issues with domestic workers in Britain, see Rosie Cox, The Servant
Problem: Paid Domestic Work in a Global Economy (London, 2006).
58. For more on the development and growth of the NVA and the International Bureau for
the Suppression of the Traffic in Women and Children, see Rachael Attwood, “‘Stopping the
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certainly never on the vanguard of radical campaigns that emphasized the
connections between prostitution and exploitative work. Yet, through their
work monitoring rail stations and ports to watch for cases of “white slav-
ery”, the NVA was also the organization most frequently exposed to the
permeable borders between prostitution, trafficking, and labour exploita-
tion on the ground. Patrolling the train stations and ports of Britain in the
1920s and 1930s meant dealing with cases where exploitation and trafficking
was occurringwithin licit, non-sexual occupations. NVA files are filled with
hundreds of cases of European domestic workers who, upon arrival in the
London, were left without contacts, were boarded in squalor, were under-
paid or unpaid, were prevented from leaving their positions, or were ter-
minated without reason. As a result, the NVA found itself shifting its efforts
from watching suspected brothels for cases of “white slavery” to keeping
lengthy dossiers on exploitative domestic service employment agencies and
employers.59

In his sensationalized warning to “girls going to London to seek work”,
NVA secretary, journalist, and former police officer FR Sempkins noted
that “[p]eriodically there is an outcry about girls being lured to London and
trapped by White Slavers. Those of us who deal with facts must deplore all
exaggeration. It discredits the truth, and diverts attention from a situation
which is sufficiently grave to need no colouring”. Domestic service, he told
the readers of Tit Bits, a popular weekly paper, was as much a source of
“white slavery” as was prostitution.60 Later pamphlets produced by the
NVA (renamed the British Vigilance Association and the National Com-
mittee for the Suppression of Traffic in Persons) reflected this shift from
looking at trafficking as connected only to prostitution to seeing it as
entwined with women’s migrant labour. The pamphlet “Coming toWork in
Britain?”, which alerted female migrant workers to the danger of being
trafficked and encouraged them to look for the armbands of NVA volun-
teers upon their arrival, depicts work in the entertainment and service
industries, highlighting especially work by women of colour, and by
women coming to London from rural areas of the UK.
However, as in the case of the entertainment industry, the keenest abuses

within the domestic service sector were made out to be the fault of racialized
foreigners. While the NVA did keep files on English, Irish and other
employers and agencies, it was the Jewish employment agencies and East

Traffic: The National Vigilance Association and the International Fight against the “White Slave”
Trade (1899– c.1909)”, Women’s History Review, 24 (2015), pp. 325–350.
59. “Employment Agencies”, National Vigilance Association Files, London, The Women’s
Library, 4NVA/4/07/04, Box FL099; 4IBS/3/1/01 Box FL193.
60. F.R. Sempkins, “From the Distressed Areas to Worse: Daughters of Despair”, 2 March 1935,
Tit Bits, NVA files, White Slavery Clippings, London, The Women’s Library, 4NVA/4/34/1
Box FL110.
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End Jewish employers of servants who received the bulk of their concern
and attention. Sempkins elaborated: mistresses were “often slavedrivers,
uncouth, un-English, totally unfitted to have servants. Before the distress
[the economic crisis of the early 1930s] they could not possibly have
obtained servants”. He sketched an image of London domestic service as a
new form of the Jewish white slave trade, noting (incorrectly) that “ninety
percent of the girls from the northeast [of England] go to Jewish families”.61

This not only capitalized on pervasive sentiments of xenophobia and anti-
Semitism, but also provided a way in which to launch a critique of domestic
service as trafficking without implicating themselves, and their own
servant-keeping and consumption practices, at the same time.
While discourses surrounding migrant entertainment work as a cause of

trafficking were primarily concerned with age, and while legislation focused
on protecting young women under the age of sixteen or eighteen, a parallel
conversation was largely absent in the case of domestic service within
Britain. This is because the youth of servant girls had been naturalized in the
West for centuries. In fact, the ideal “slavey” – or maid of all work – would
be young: more able to cope with the working hours and physical demands
of the labour, less likely to be insubordinate to their masters and mistresses,
and less likely to have any other personal caring demands made on their
time. Within the British Empire, however, age and domestic service took on
new meanings in the case of the British-led campaigns around Mui Tsai: the
cultural practice, known throughout South East Asia, of families selling
their young daughters to wealthier households as indentured servants.
It was another case where racialization – this time ideas about Chinese back-
wardness and uncivility – was deployed to prevent discussions of a specific
kind of women’s exploited work from becoming a broader recognition of the
systemic inequalities of the global – and Western – economic system.62

The economic and political conditions of Europe in the 1930s likewise led
the ILO to focus more carefully on women’s domestic service and migra-
tion in the international arena. In 1933, the ILO adopted a convention that
supported the complete abolition of fee-charging employment agencies,
and the supervision of all employment agencies, especially those who placed
workers in foreign countries. One of the reasons they offered for sup-
porting this rather radical convention was the “abuses which domestic
servants suffer at the hands of unscrupulous agents”.63 While the conven-
tion was ratified by only a handful of states, and was largely a dead letter,

61. F.R. Sempkins, “Why North Girls Disappear”, Sunday Sun, 10 December 1933, NVA files,
White Slavery Clippings, London, The Women’s Library, 4NVA/4/34/1 Box FL110.
62. Magaly Rodríguez García, “Child Slavery, Sex Trafficking or DomesticWork? The League of
Nations and its Analysis of the Mui Tsai System”, in Hoerder et al., Towards a Global History of
Domestic and Caregiving Workers, pp. 428–450.
63. International Labour Office, “The Moral Protection of Young Women Workers”, p. 70.
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it was nonetheless clear that the ILO was starting to speak formally about
the connections between trafficking and women’s domestic work.
The next major contribution to this discussion came in 1943, in a chapter

that the ILO had prepared for the volume “The Prevention of Prostitu-
tion”, for the League of Nations Advisory Committee on Social Questions
(into which, arguably to its detriment, the AC on the Traffic in Women and
Children had been subsumed). The chapter, entitled “The Moral Protection
of Young Women Workers”, appeared to be a culmination of many of the
questions which the Advisory Committee had passed onto the ILO in the
1920s and 1930s and whose publication had ultimately be delayed byWorld
War II. “A girl who goes to work”, the ILO’s chapter began, “may clearly
be faced with other risks than those inherent in her employment”.64 The
study would therefore be concerned with “the risk of demoralization
connected with the placing of young workers, those arising at the work-
place itself, and lastly those to which they are exposed outside their work”:
not, therefore, though it remained unsaid, with the nature of the work itself.
The chapter suggested typical measures of protection, such as the barring of
underage employment in potentially demoralizing environments such as
hotels, bars, and theatres. It continued at some length regarding provisions
for young, single, migrant women workers after working hours, suggesting
that states and charities should ensure more formal provision and super-
vision of leisure spaces.65

However, it proved very difficult for the ILO to maintain the division
between trafficking for prostitution and other forms of exploitative migrant
labour and their chief recommendation – the reiteration of the 1933 Con-
vention that called for the abolishment of all fee-charging employment
agencies, and restrictions on the numbers of foreign workers able to be
recruited – applied to all workers. This was a direct response to the problem
of migrant domestic workers. During their investigations, the ILO found
that in most countries, domestic servants represented two thirds or more of
the total workers placed by fee-charging agencies, the vast majority of these,
of course, being women.
Within this chapter, the ILO recognized domestic service as an occupa-

tion that could involve significant “moral danger”, but also one whose
labour structure was fundamentally conducive to exploitation. They
argued, for instance, that the reasons why age regulations could not realis-
tically be imposed on the employment of domestic servants was because
making sure the age was high enough “to enable girls to enter the occupa-
tion only when in full possession of their individual powers of self-defense”
would be an impediment to finding women to fill the positions, in a sector

64. Ibid., p. 67.
65. Ibid., pp. 91–104.
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where there was already a critical labour shortage. “There is no hope”, the
ILO wrote pessimistically, “of establishing in the near future an age-limit
which will really protect young domestic servants against this special
risk”.66

The ILO also analysed the reasons why state and international approa-
ches to trafficking had largely taken the form of protectionist legislation and
crime control. “The negative method of protection’, they wrote, such as
banning children and women from night work, from work in foreign
countries, or from work in certain occupations, was successful because was
simple for states to apply and administer. What the ILO authors called
“positive methods of protection” required more effort: these included child
welfare boards, government services to help migrants review contracts, and
minimum wage and labour standard enforcement.67 This cynical passage,
which essentially said that the criminalization of prostitution and protective
legislation was enacted because it was easier than the implementation of
labour standards, was extremely insightful, and represented a passing but
nonetheless powerful critique of the legal machinery that had grown up in
the name of trafficking.
At the national level, these elusive “positive methods of protection”were

largely absent. Only five countries agreed to enforce the ILO’s recom-
mendation to abolish private, fee-charging agencies, and Britain was not
one of them. It continued to grant work permits to domestic servants,
without regard to the character or repute of the agencies that had recruited
them. No state-sponsored effort existed to help young women considering
employment abroad, and even the protective measures directed at working
migrant women were left to a loose network of philanthropic and religious
organizations: the only partially government funded home for trafficking
victims was closed in the mid-1930s, and women in need of shelter were
redistributed around the religious philanthropic sector. Trafficking itself
was explicitly conceived of by the British state as a subject of crime control,
and all matters related to the movement of “foreign prostitutes” – exploited
or not –were relegated to the police, magistrates, and immigration officials,
whose main jobs were to suggest, sign, and approve deportation orders.68

ENTANGLING TRAFFICKING AND MIGRANT
FEMALE LABOUR

For historians, re-entangling trafficking and migrant prostitution with
migrant women’s labour can help us to rethink both the way that discourses

66. Ibid., p. 84.
67. Ibid., p. 94.
68. Laite, Common Prostitutes and Ordinary Citizens, pp. 130–160.
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about trafficking and prostitution functioned and the way that states
responded to the perceived problems of the sexual and labour exploitation
of migrant women. In particular, thinking about migrant domestic labour
and migrant sexual labour as intimately historically related and discursively
entangled has the power to disrupt not only the invariable reduction of
trafficking to prostitution, but also the understanding of trafficking as
something done by organized criminals as opposed to the state.
The discourse of sex trafficking was messily constructed to create a false

dichotomy between the legitimate state’s control ofmigration and illegitimate
organized crime’s control of migration, whereas, in reality, both acted to
exploit working class women’s fluid, mobile, and cheap labour and achieved
this aim in similar ways – threats of repatriation, defrauding, imprisonment,
the confiscation of identity documents, and control over the specific labour
that the person who was trafficked, smuggled, or sponsored was required to
perform. The discursive separation of “trafficking” from “migrant labour”
also enabled states to respond to the supposedly specific problem of “white
slavery” while avoiding committing themselves to any complex or costly
interventions that would improve global labour standards.69 Trafficking,
especially sex trafficking, was an economic, legislative, and discursive space in
which concerns about exploitation, which, in reality, affected all labour, could
be quarantined and managed. This was largely done, as a growing number of
social scientists and historians are discovering, through escalating systems of
national and international crime control.
One way to explain the deafening silence on sex trafficking in discussions

of women’s work in the ILO, the League of Nations, amongst key non-
governmental organizations, and in British national policy and laws would
be to say that it was owing to a refusal to acknowledge that prostitution
could be work. This refusal to acknowledge prostitution as work is of
course a key element in much feminist and political thinking on prostitution
on the international stage today. This is, however, an overly simplistic
assessment of the way in which discourses around trafficking and women’s
migrant labour developed and functioned. Firstly, the idea that prostitution
was a kind of labour, or at least a money-making, alternative to women’s
non-sexual exploited labour was a widely voiced, mainstream socialist
position as early as the late nineteenth century and it continues to this day,
even in (albeit marginalized) discussions within the UN and ILO.70

69. Lillian S. Robinson, “Sexe et villes. La prostitution à l’ère des migrations mondiales”, Travail,
Capital et Societe, 39:2 (2006), pp. 48–77, 64–65.
70. The recent resolution byAmnesty International supporting the decriminalization of sex work
has signalled a major change in international discourse on this subject. At the time of writing,
however, it is too early to say the degree to which it will mark a sea change in international and
British discussions of prostitution and work, and trafficking and women’s migrant labour.
“Global Movement Votes to Adopt Policy to Protect Human Rights of Sex Workers”, Amnesty
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Secondly, these silences were not just about denying that prostitution was
work: they were as much about constructing a discourse that denied the
possibility, widely recognized in earlier periods, that state-approved work
could be exploitative. Ideas about “free” and “unfree” labour was recodified
in the twentieth century through the discourse of trafficking and – in the
twenty-first century – “modern slavery”. As Julia O’Connell Davidson
notes, the figure of the “slave” was used by the post-abolition era to
“celebrate the rights and freedoms bestowed on the abstract, juridical sub-
jects of capitalist democracies”.71 Trafficking in this context enabled a dis-
cussion of exploitation that did not extend to ordinary, supposedly licit,
work. Because discourses of trafficking were heavily gendered, they func-
tioned as doubly obfuscating, in that they concealed not only the exploi-
tative nature of women’s work, but also denied the very existence of
women’s work as a fundamental part of global labour systems.
Thirdly, while sex trafficking helped to semantically and legally separate

prostitution from work, and make it a specific kind of issue to be dealt with
through crime control and specialized migration regimes (i.e. the deporta-
tion of foreign prostitutes), these separations were actually far from suc-
cessful. The legal and cultural understandings of trafficking as distinct did
little to change the fact that work – including sex work – remained a com-
plicated category on a spectrum of freedom and unfreedom, of agency and
exploitation. Elizabeth Berstein convincingly argues that present-day abo-
litionist feminists have “effectively neutralized domains of political struggle
around questions of labour, migration and sexual freedom via the tropes
of prostitution as gender violence and sexual slavery”.72 However, this is a
much older story, and present day campaigners have inherited at least as
much as they have created: as this article has helped to show, the depoliti-
cization of women’s labour exploitation through the discourses of sex
trafficking was present at the very inception of the campaigns against “white
slavery”. It has proved an enduring legacy.
But this article has also explored some examples of places where the

conceptual and practical borders between sex trafficking and women’s licit
labour migration became porous and problematic in the first half of the
twentieth century. Organizations dedicated to tackling trafficking, and
those dedicated to protecting migrant women workers, were rarely able
to neatly articulate the divisions between these inseparable phenomena.

International Latest News, 11 August 2015, available at www.amnesty.org, last accessed on 3
December 2015.
71. Julia O’Connell Davidson, “New Slavery, Old Binaries: Human Trafficking and the Borders
of ‘freedom’”, Global Networks, 10 (2010), pp. 244–261, 256.
72. Elizabeth Bernstein, “Militarized Humanitarianism Meets Carceral Feminism: The Politics
of Sex, Rights, and Freedom in Contemporary Antitrafficking Campaigns”, Signs, 36 (2010),
pp. 45–71, 50.
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As Peck argues in his examination of the American anti-slavery bureaucrat
Marcus Braun, the “traffickers in the ideology of trafficking” had great
difficulty controlling the message of white slavery.73 The development of
anti-trafficking policy at the national level especially was not just a story of a
deliberate abolitionist campaign establishing the terms through which sex
trafficking needed to be understood, but rather a complicated process that
owed as much to international bureaucracy, the limitations of the law, and
the cynical pragmatism of national policymakers as it did to ideology.
Arguments were framed in terms of moral protection, but underneath these
discourses lay acknowledged or tacitly recognized realities of exploitation
outside of sexual labour, and within licit and state-sponsored labour
practices, especially in the entertainment and service industries. Those
who helped form the dominant discourse and legal regime surrounding
traffickingwere forced to steer through dangerous waters –where, on the one
hand, lay the moral and political rocks that they would hit if they attempted
to explicitly consider prostitution as part of a global labour system, and, on
the other, the hard place of trying to explain prostitution and trafficking
without reference to this broader system of work and inequality.
Despite attempts to resist using a trafficking or exploitation framework to

analyse so-called normative women’s domestic and entertainment labour, it
was nonetheless clear that, however much organizations and policymakers
attempted to keep the issues separate, the borders between prostitution and
women’s licit labour had been breached. They would grow ever more
porous as the century progressed, even as definitions of trafficking,
prostitution, and work became more rigid. While legal interventions and
international declarations failed to recognize what Adam McKeown calls
the “intermediary conditions” of freedom and unfreedom, these fluid
conditions were navigated by migrant workers themselves in all their
complexity. Throughout the twentieth century as well as today, the
entangled experiences of women’s sexual labour and licit labour, of their
sexual exploitation and of their exploitation as workers, belied any attempt
to codify the categories of working women’s migration.
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Julia Laite. Entre Charybde et Scylla. la migration de la main-d’œuvre féminine et la
traite sexuelle au début du vingtième siècle.

Cet article étudie les entremêlements discursifs et pratiques du travail des femmes
avec la traite sexuelle au début du vingtième siècle au Royaume-Uni et au plan

73. Peck, “Feminizing White Slavery”, p. 234.
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international. Il examine les discussions sur la traite sexuelle et le travail des femmes
durant une période déterminante dans la codification des conceptions modernes et
internationales de la ‘traite’; il soutient que des frontières perméables, défaillantes
furent tracées entre d’une part, le travail du sexe et le travail licite des femmes et
d’autre part, leur exploitation sexuelle et leur exploitation en tant que travailleuses.
Ces frontières furent les plus ténues dans les discussions sur deux très importants
secteurs de la main-d’œuvre migrante majoritairement féminine: le travail domes-
tique et la prestation de soins, et le travail dans l’industrie des loisirs. Le mouvement
contre la traite sexuelle, le mouvement syndical international et les décideurs
politiques et législateurs nationaux tentèrent de séparer le travail du sexe d’autres
formes de travail ; ce faisant, ils ignorèrent ou supprimèrent sciemment des moments
auxquels ils étaient manifestement entremêlés, et minimisèrent le rôle d’un autre
travail licite exploité et mal payé qui soutenait l’économie mondiale. Toutefois, ces
tentatives furent rarement couronnées de succès : malgré les louvoiements prudents
des fonctionnaires britanniques et internationaux, le travail continua de se frayer un
chemin dans les discussions sur la traite sexuelle, et la traite sexuelle resta entremêlée
avec les réalités du travail féminin.

Traduction: Christine Plard

Julia Laite. Zwischen Skylla und Charybdis: Weibliche Arbeitsmigration und
Sexhandel im frühen zwanzigsten Jahrhundert.

Der Beitrag erkundet die diskursiven und praktischen Verstrickungen von
Frauenarbeit und Sexhandel während des frühen zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts, sowohl
in Großbritannien als auch international. Er untersucht Diskussionen um Sexhandel
und Frauenarbeit, wie sie während eines Zeitraums geführt wurden, der für
die Kodifizierung moderner, internationaler Vorstellungen von “Sexhandel”
bestimmend war, und argumentiert dahingehend, dass durchlässige und
problematische Grenzen eingezogen wurden zwischen Sexarbeit, der legalen Arbeit
von Frauen, der sexuellen Ausbeutung von Frauen und der Ausbeutung von Frauen
als Arbeiterinnen. Diese Unterscheidungen kamen dann besonders ins Wanken,
wenn es um zwei sehr bedeutende Sektoren weiblich dominierter migrantischer
Arbeit ging: Hausarbeit und Pflegearbeit einerseits, und Arbeit im Unterhaltungs-
gewerbe andererseits. Die Bewegung gegen den Sexhandel, die internationale
Arbeiterbewegung und die Urheber nationaler Gesetze und Politiken bemühten sich,
Sexarbeit von anderen Formen der Arbeit abzugrenzen. Indem sie dies taten,
ignorierten oder verleugneten sie willentlich Fälle, in denen es offenkundig zu
Überschneidungen zwischen diesen Bereichen kam; außerdem spielten sie die
Rolle herunter, die andere ausgebeutete und schlecht bezahlte, aber legale Arbeit
innerhalb der Weltwirtschaft spielte. Diese Versuche waren jedoch nur selten
erfolgreich: Trotz der umsichtigen Bemühungen internationaler und britischer
Amtsleute, das Thema zu umschiffen, ging es in Diskussionen über den Sexhandel
immer wieder auch um Arbeit, und der Sexhandel blieb mit den Realitäten der
Frauenarbeit verstrickt.

Übersetzung: Max Henninger
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Julia Laite. Entre Escila y Caribdis: la migración de mujeres trabajadoras y el tráfico
sexual a comienzos del siglo XX.

En este artículo se exploran las implicaciones, tanto discursivas como prácticas, del
trabajo femenino y el tráfico sexual, en Gran Bretaña y en otros países, a comienzos
del siglo XX. En él se examinan los debates sobre esta trata y el trabajo de las mujeres
durante un periodo que fue clave a la hora de instrumentar en una
codificación moderna las concepciones internacionales sobre la ‘trata’. Se plantea que
las fronteras existentes entre trabajo sexual, trabajo femenino lícito, y la explotación
sexual y su explotación en tanto trabajadoras, son muy porosas e imprecisas. Estos
límites tuvieron su más estrecha franja en los debates planteados sobre dos sectores
muy importantes de trabajo migrante en el que las mujeres eran dominantes: el
trabajo doméstico y asistencial, y el trabajo en la industria del entretenimiento.
El movimiento anti-trata, el movimiento obrero internacional, y los hacedores de
políticas y leyes nacionales, intentaron establecer una diferencia nítida entre trabajo
sexual y otras formas de trabajo. Pero en la práctica ignoraron o suprimieron de
forma obstinada todos aquellos espacios de intersección compartidos de forma
obvia por lo uno y lo otro, y menospreciaron el papel que jugaban otras formas de
trabajo lícitas mal retribuidas y explotadas que sostenían la economía global. Estos
intentos de establecer una relación entre unas y otras formas de trabajo resultaron
infructuosos. A pesar de las cuidadosas maniobras de los funcionarios internacionales
y británicos, el tema del trabajo seguía formando parte de las discusioness sobre
tráfico sexual, y la trata continuó vinculada con las realidades del trabajo femenino.

Traducción: Vicent Sanz Rozalén
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